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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Patents play an important role in commercializing software innovation and supporting technology markets. Understanding this commercial role requires a broader view of patents in software innovation than the all-too-common focus on a small handful of litigated patents and legal questions of patentability and patent quality. To understand the commercial value of patents in software innovation, it is helpful to consider two features of the patent system that favor flexibility over rigidity.

First, patents provide an essential economic opportunity not only to trade rights in innovative technology, but also to develop the underlying technology further. This kind of flexibility enables businesses that manufacture products to do so directly and recoup their investments. It also enables innovators whose talent is developing technology (but not producing it) to license to others through tailored agreements to bring products to market. And it enables startup companies to attract capital and compete effectively with powerful market incumbents.

Second, the patent system operates largely through default rules that are optional in the sense that people and firms can transact around them. This kind of flexibility offers important gap-fillers where parties leave the terms of an agreement unstated, and it also allows companies to create economic relationships and ventures in line with their own specific circumstances. This is especially important in the high-tech industry, where companies constantly make difficult tradeoffs and justifying risky investments requires as much economic flexibility as possible.

Where these two features interact effectively, the result has been the emergence of new markets for the exchange of technology and knowledge, particularly in the case of software. Software is economically portable among technological and commercial sectors, and it is pervasive and widely adopted across the economy. In fact, the more general a software technology is and the further downstream a particular product market is, the more likely it is that patent owners and manufacturers will make license agreements around the software. What allows these agreements to succeed is a stable system of underlying patent property rights.

Without the efficiencies of the patent system, innovators would be ill-equipped to account for their particular economic needs when grappling with risky investments. Understanding the commercial value of patents in software innovation offers a way to move beyond well-worn legal arguments and focus instead on the important practical questions that patent policy must answer.
Computer software has sparked a highly contested debate about whether the patent system should protect it. The debate has focused mostly on legal issues, such as whether software is patentable at all or whether software patents are of appropriate legal quality or not. To that important policy debate, this essay contributes a point that has been underappreciated so far: software patents play an important role in commercializing innovation and creating markets for technology and knowledge.

Why We Hear So Little About the Commercial Role of Patents

One reason for the legal focus of the current patent policy debate is that it has been limited to questions that arise from patent litigation. There is no comparable focus on what happens in the important middle ground between when a patent is issued and when (if ever) it is litigated. The reason for the focus on litigation is simply that this is where the data has been available. Patent examination is an arcane process, and systematic data about it used to be hard to obtain.

Similarly, licenses and other manufacturing details are valuable information that companies in the innovation industries have always kept secret. Lawsuits, however, are public documents and available for data mining by legal and economic scholars.

The situation began to change in 2010, when comprehensive data started becoming available about the patent examination process. Since then, the United States Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) has increasingly published data about patent applications, patent grants, and the administrative processes that apply to patents after they are issued. This data boom about patent applications is significant because litigation alone represents a very small and selective subset of patents that are not representative of the patent system as a whole. For the last two decades, the PTO has issued over 100,000 patents each year. In the same time period, the PTO has received an average of twice as many new applications each year as it issued. Meanwhile, only 1–2% of patents are ever litigated. And as scholars have repeatedly observed, these patents are systematically different from the general population of patents.

Still, the picture remains incomplete. No comparable data exists about what happens after the patent is issued but before it is litigated, if ever. And that middle ground is where the real business purposes of patents reside. Companies ranging from small startups to large corporations use patents for a variety of commercial purposes: for licensing to bring technologies to market, as collateral to secure debt and financing, and as market signals to attract investment, to name a few. The scope for these activities is obviously quite large: any of the 98–99% of patents that are never litigated could be used in these ways. Indeed, even patents that are eventually litigated are often vetted first in the marketplace, with litigation following when commercial bargaining breaks down. The tremendous gap in the data about these commercial activities explains why we hear relatively little about the commercial role of patents.

There is also good reason to think that this data gap is important—that the reasons why individuals and companies use patents as commercial assets are economically meaningful. For example, a detailed 2012 report prepared by the PTO and the Economics and Statistics Administration found that 75 industries out of 313 total rely strongly enough on intellectual property to be regarded as “IP-intensive industries.” Of these, 26 are patent-intensive industries, accounting for 3.9 million jobs and 5.3% of GDP, or about $763 billion of value added, in 2010.

How to Understand the Commercial Role of Patents

Still, though there is less data than we ultimately will need for the full picture, lessons from increasingly sophisticated economic and business research can help clarify matters. It is well-documented that innovators rely on patents as innovation incentives to varying degrees across different technology sectors and industries. So one particularly important question we should ask now is, once innovations have come into existence, how do patents encourage entrepreneurs to bring those innovations to consumers?
There are two useful and related ways to address that question. One is that patents directly create opportunities for productive commercial activity, opportunities that economic theory calls “options.” The second is that patents support the creation of markets for technology and knowledge, and thus coordinate that productive commercial activity. These two approaches highlight the often overlooked role of patents in enabling new market transactions in software-related inventions.

Notably, these approaches also allow us to move beyond the well-worn semantic debates about the patentability of software, such as what counts as an unpatentable “abstract idea” or “law of nature.” These debates are important, but so is understanding the practical function of patented innovation in the high-tech industry—and this latter assessment is overdue.

**Patent Rights as Options: Lessons from Economic Theory**

As a property right, a patent provides its owner the ability to exclude others from economic activities centered on the patented invention: making, using, selling, offering to sell, and importing. In other words, patents clear the field and leave the patent owner the choice of engaging in those activities for itself. This basic choice is an economic option, an opportunity to participate in some type of market transaction.

Many people are aware of options in the context of finance, such as the option to buy or sell a share of stock at a fixed price. But the economic concept of an option is broader than just stock transactions, and it also applies to the commercial choices available to patent owners. In fact, patents provide an even more substantial prospect than stock options: they secure the freedom to engage in a wide variety of commercial activities to develop and increase the value of the underlying asset, not just to buy or sell it.

This understanding of patent rights as options is helpful because it highlights the commercial functions that patents serve, such as managing risk and building competitive advantage in the marketplace.

Patent owners can exercise their options in a variety of ways. One way is to manufacture the patented technology, secure that others will not be able to copy it freely right away. This temporary protection from competition has two benefits. First, without rival companies immediately driving down the price, the patent owner will be able to recoup the investment that went into developing the technology in the first place—an incentive story that is familiar in patent policy. Second, and equally as important, competitors also have the incentive and the means to develop and produce rival non-infringing products that enrich the market and provide consumers with even more choices. Because all patents must publicly disclose the invention, competitors in the marketplace have access to the technological information necessary for creating rival products and services that achieve the results that consumers want, but without infringing the patent. This is not discussed much by non-patent specialists, but we are all aware of it given the incredible diversity of products and services in the high-tech economy, such as the many different types of laptops, smart phones, and tablets.

Another way to exercise the patent option is to give permission to others to make, use or sell the invention. In patent parlance, one can either license (grant permission) to others to manufacture or assign (sell) the patent itself. The tradable nature of patents means that if one’s particular skill is inventing but not manufacturing or retailing, then one can transfer a patent to those who do have these skills, and the technology can be more efficiently developed and sold in the market.

**The Business Value of Patent Options**

For business managers who must make decisions under uncertainty about the future, such as whether a complex new product will be successful in the marketplace, options provide the necessary flexibility for making investments in creating future market value. This flexibility is important because without it, innovative companies face additional uncertainty about whether their investments will yield returns. Without a way to manage this uncertainty through the patent option, business managers will avoid risky, long-term investments altogether, forgoing the technological breakthrough products and services that the patent system has made possible.
The iPhone is an excellent case in point. The product itself was released in 2007. Yet Apple made the decision and began the necessary investments to create the iPhone more than seven years earlier. It registered the Internet domain name www.iphone.org in December, 1999. It filed for trademarks in a number of countries, including Singapore, the United Kingdom, Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and the United States. And it engaged in a robust marketing campaign beginning with its famous teaser advertisement in February, 2007, during the 79th Academy Awards—only three days after Apple had settled a dispute with Cisco over the U.S. trademark on the name iPhone.

Turning the research and development of Apple’s engineers into a commercial product also required extensive complementary innovation, such as the availability of Corning’s high-strength sheet glass, marketed as Gorilla Glass. It required Apple to create and invest in supply and distribution chains. Apple’s now-commonplace retail stores are an example of these investments. In retrospect, it is easy to think the iPhone was an inevitable success, but there were many prior failures in creating a smart phone by well-known companies like Motorola and Qualcomm. And Apple’s business model for the iPhone, particularly its exclusive service arrangement with AT&T, had its detractors, including the famous IP and internet scholar Tim Wu.

Still, Apple’s investments in the iPhone were considerable and did not stop with its release. Even after 2007, the company increased its advertising budget by an average of 35% each year from $288 million in 2007 to over $2.3 billion in 2014. The iPhone went on to account for about $30 billion of Apple’s market value, and one-quarter of that $30 billion was generated by the market’s reaction to the publication of Apple’s patents. The iPhone is a dramatic illustration in the high-tech industry of the lag between investments in innovation and production and the eventual creation of real-world market value. A patent is an option for a company like Apple to time its investments properly, and to do so throughout its production cycle and supply chain.

More generally, the iPhone is also a real-world example of how the economic theory of options applies to property rights in innovation. In studies of company performance in the innovation industries, scholars have shown that patenting tends to raise the market value of a patent-owning company relatively quickly—but that patenting also tends to raise the company’s overall productivity more slowly. Although this may seem paradoxical at first, the lag makes sense by understanding patents as options. Market value can respond right away to a company’s signals, including the very fact that the company owns patents at all. But productivity gains may require further R&D in the invention itself, as well as further investment in related commercial activities, such as marketing.

Understanding patents as options also provides insights into company decision-making in the innovation industries, including the high-tech sector. Companies must make investments and offer products and services in the market based not only on what their own circumstances suggest, but also on what their rivals are doing. Unexpected moves by a competitor, such as a new product announcement, can make a company immediately change its R&D plans and commercial activities and thus erode the flexible timing that the company would otherwise enjoy.

To stay with the iPhone example, despite all the long-planned investment that had gone into the release, the announcement itself was a famously well-guarded secret. It was also a major setback for one of Apple’s chief competitors, Google, whose engineers had been working continuously for fifteen months on its first Android smart phone prototype to challenge Microsoft in the mobile phone market. When Apple announced the iPhone, Google had to change its technology and business strategies in a matter of weeks and did not enter the market with its G1 Android smart phone until almost two years later in late 2008.

Given these ever-present risks of competition and delay in the marketplace, companies make investment decisions based on carefully assessed tradeoffs between business models and legal protections available through different mechanisms, such as patents versus trade secrets. These kinds of commercial choices are possible only because of the options that arise from property rights in innovation. Such choices are particularly important in the high-tech industry, which is uniquely characterized by an extremely fast pace in the development of new and competing...
products and services. The economic theory of options helps us better recognize how the patent system effectively promotes and secures new innovation in this commercial context—by securing the investments and business decisions necessary for technological progress and thus facilitating the arrival of innovative technologies into the hands of consumers in the marketplace.

Optional Uses of Patents: Transacting Under Default Rules

Understanding patents as options offers additional insights into how technological innovation is created and brought to market in the high-tech industry. The commercial contracts and consumer sales of patented innovation operate primarily in a legal framework of what are called “default rules,” which are legal rules that are optional in the sense that private parties can transact around them using contracts. As is well known among legal and economic scholars, default rules fill in the gaps when some important term of agreement in a contract is left unstated. So they are, strictly speaking, the default option when there is silence or disagreement between freely contracting parties. Default rules allow for greater tailoring of agreements, transactions, and business models to individual economic circumstances.

Default rules differ from what are called “mandatory rules,” which are absolute requirements or prohibitions as wide-ranging as speed limits, laws against murder, and food inspection rules by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. So even if two private parties wanted to, say, make a contract that the buyer would accept uninspected beef if the seller offered a discounted price, the agreement itself would be illegal. The USDA’s mandatory rules regarding inspection put that issue off-limits to negotiation.

Although there are some mandatory rules in patent law, the majority of patent law comprises default rules. For example, courts have long held that employees have the right to patent their inventions as first inventors, but employees and their employers are free to transfer these rights by contract. This is in contrast to patent systems such as Germany and Japan, which impose mandatory rules that all employees must receive patents on their own inventions. Similarly, U.S. patent law provides that co-inventors receive joint ownership of patents by default. Still, the statute leaves co-inventors free to enter into agreements that modify their respective rights to the patented invention.

Even more important, default rules govern how patent owners can sell or otherwise convey their rights in the marketplace. Generally, when a patent owner makes an unconditional sale of a patented item, that sale terminates the patent owner’s rights over that item. The purchaser may then freely resell it, rent it out, and so on. Yet patent owners have always been free to contract around this rule and impose express conditions on their sales of patented items. Because such sales are no longer unconditional, the general rule no longer applies. Thus, the ability of patent owners to control resale operates as a default rule.

This last example of resale as a default rule is particularly salient because it reveals that the flexibility of options is part of the structure of American patent law. Viewing patent transactions through the lens of default rules reveals that this form of optionality offers valuable flexibility in how the patent system both generates rights and allows them to be transacted in efficient and productive ways. The interaction between default rules in the patent system and the flexibility of options in commerce is valuable because it supports the emergence of entire markets where technology and knowledge can be exchanged.


These two insights—patents represent options, and patents operate largely under default rules—help clarify why and how innovators use patents to secure their innovations, particularly in software. Patents support markets not only for producing new innovation, but also for distributing it to consumers the world over, as anyone reading this essay on a smart phone or tablet can attest.

In the world of tangible goods, markets provide familiar benefits. One benefit is economy of scale, where the cost of producing each unit drops as the overall scale of production expands. Another benefit is economy of
learning, where unit cost drops over time as learning and know-how accumulate. And, of course, markets generally promote a more efficient division of labor. These market benefits are not limited just to tangible goods, however, but also extend to intangible goods such as technology and knowledge.\(^{42}\) To understand the importance of patents as options in markets for technology, especially in the high-tech industry, it is important to ask why companies decide to license their technologies for others to use.

There are several possible reasons. One reason might be that a company lacks the ability to manufacture, as is often the case for individual inventors or undercapitalized startups. Another reason may be that a company wants to promote its invention as part of an industry-wide technical standard that is used in all devices or services, such as the WiFi wireless network standard that made possible the mobile revolution. Yet another reason may be that a company wants to offer its technology as an incentive to others so that they will adopt it as a platform and build on it, such as Microsoft’s pioneering decision in the 1980s to license its Windows operating system to all computer manufacturers and software developers. Each of these reasons can lead to different business models and investment decisions in R&D as well as commerce. The flexibility of patents as options encourages the wide range of these choices in technological and commercial development.

And this kind of flexibility is not a luxury, particularly in the high-tech industry. Companies must constantly make difficult tradeoffs based on advances in technology, geographic constraints, the supply of highly trained workers, and the ever-changing preferences of consumers. To balance these and a great many other priorities, high-tech innovators and entrepreneurs need as much economic flexibility as they can get, or else their investments become that much more risky to justify. Mandatory rules, which have to be prepackaged as broad legal solutions, can almost never be tailored finely enough in advance to deal with the pace and complexity of market competition.

These insights into how patents function as options for the high-tech industry in general also illuminate the case of software in particular. Software is distinctly amenable to being traded in markets for technology, and this is no coincidence.

Software is a general-purpose technology, which means that it is pervasive and widely adopted in many different areas of the innovation economy and many different aspects of modern life.\(^{43}\) It is, in a word, ubiquitous: software is not only in our laptops and phones but also in our cars, coffee machines, microwave ovens, refrigerators, and countless other consumer products. This reflects the fact that software as an economic good is generally portable among technological and commercial sectors.

As a result, software is a tradable asset that can be licensed or sold among companies at every point in the production or retail chain. In fact, economic research reveals that the more general a software technology is and the further downstream a particular product market is, the more likely it is that upstream owners of patented technology and downstream product manufacturers will make license agreements around the software technology.\(^{44}\) This research also confirms the everyday experience that operating systems, software programs, apps, and other aspects of software in high-tech products and services are widely licensed, even by famously proprietary manufacturers like Apple.

**Conclusion**

Patents play an important and productive role in facilitating efficient transfers of technologies such as software, both because patents embody the knowledge itself that will be exchanged in the market and because patents offer the flexibilities of options and default rules. Without these valuable flexibilities of the patent system, innovators would be stymied in shaping transactions to their individual economic needs and would instead be left to bear increasingly unmanageable investment risks. Understanding the economic importance of patent options and the largely default-rule structure of the patent system helps to bring the focus where it really belongs in the patent policy debate: not on the vanishingly small subset of cases that are uncertain enough to fight about in court, but on the countless individual commercial activities that make up the modern innovation economy.
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